The Main Goals and Objectives of RAWA:

To struggle against the fundamentalists and their foreign masters.

To establish freedom, democracy, peace and women's rights in Afghanistan.

To establish an elected government based on democratic values.

To unite all freedom-loving and democratic forces.

To struggle against all those who collaborate with the fundamentalists.

To struggle against those traitors who want to disintegrate Afghanistan by causing tribal and religious wars.

To support the liberation movements of Palestine, Kurdistan, Kashmir, Iran and other peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
"Women are like sleeping lions who when awaken, could play their wonderful role in any social revolution."

Martyred Meena
By celebrating the anniversaries of our martyrs, we renew our pledge to continue our struggle.

Celebration of woman’s international day on March 8 organised by RAWA.

Displaying RAWA’s publications at a function.

"راوا" روز جهانی زن (هشتم مارچ) را گرامی می‌دارد

Namayesh Nameyat "Rawaa" در یکی از محافل
THE BUBBLE OF THE
ISLAMIC GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN BURST IN AFGHANISTAN.

Afghanistan is being burnt with blood of her sons and daughters. Curse upon and death to the fundamentalists!
We want to avenge the death and destruction of Kabul’s innocent victims by blowing away the evil shadows of the fundamentalism from our distressed country.

The bubble of the Islamic Government has been burst in Afghanistan.

A trench in a house in Kabul for protection.

Victims of the fundamentalists’ greed for power.

And the “Jehadi” bandits are nervous of getting a teapot and an iron only.
آزادی، دموکراسی

خورشید آزادی
طلوع کن در سیاهی
دموکراسی مرهم زخم تست
کر بن خاک خونین خواهد رست
ای غمیده یلبت استوار
برزم گر هم باشد عدو هزار
کیرم انتقام شهیدان وطن
ز دشمن دموکراسی و زن
با تفنگت ای توده بیا خیر
با دشمن دموکراسی ستیر
که این انتقام است خون شهیدان
و پیام سرخ به مبارزان
آریم با کلوله
از لای خون و دود
طلوه آزادی
صح دموکراسی

O’ the freedom sun,
Thrust in darks,
Democracy will cure your wounds,
Which will emerge from the blood-stained soil.
O’ the saddened nation,
Fight your antagonists should be in million,
Take revenge of your martyrs,
From the enemy of democracy and woman.
O’ people, rise with your guns
Fight the enemies of democracy,
Its revenge for blood of your beloved martyrs
And a red message for fighters.
We shall bring through a bullet,
Through blood and smoke
The dawn of freedom,
morn of democracy
The aim of the rotten Fundamentalists is to plunge Afghanistan into darkness and ignorance.
Women are realising that only through productive and self-supporting work they can establish themselves in the society and also improve their living condition.

Poor Afghan refugees suffer in their camps without medical facilities while the treacherous leaders of the so-called Mujahideen parties spend millions of dollars on their own comfort and to continue their terroristic activities.
Until there is a breath in our body, a cry in our mouth and a drop of blood in vein, we will never stop to intone song of freedom and democracy.
Revolutionary art and culture should also play its role in exposing the enemies of freedom and democracy.
Payam-e-Zan (The message of woman) a publication of RAWA, discloses the traitor, criminal, anti-woman, anti-freedom and anti-democratic nature of the fundamentalists.